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EARL N. HARBERT THE FORCE SO MUCH CLOSER
 
HOME, HENRY ADAMS AND THE ADAMS FAMILY.
 NEW YORK: NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1982. 224
 
pp.
 $15.00.
EARL N. HARBERT, ED. CRITICAL ESSAYS ON HENRY
 ADAMS. BOSTON: G. K. HALL, 1981. 262pp $25.00.
These volumes, one written, one edited by Earl N. Harbert, add
 
measurably to an assessment of the place of Henry Adams in Ameri
­can letters, a reassessment which is perhaps overdue. The Henry
 Adams of The Education of Henry Adams and Mont St. Michel and
 Chartres is well-known. Both volumes are unique in our literature, one
 the climaxing study of the development of a fourth generation Adams,
 the other a record of a spiritual quest. But little
 
is known, generally,  
about Adams,
 
the historian, the novelist, the essayist, the editor, even  
the sometime poet.
Harbert’
s
 The Force So Much Closer Home, although no bi ­
ography of Henry Adams, does detail one significant aspect of the
 “education” of this grandson and great-grandson of American
 presidents—the burden of family in the shaping of an individual.
 Harbert states in his introduction: “Most of this book is devoted to
 studying precisely what Henry Adams learned about his place in
 
the  
family, and how he shaped that knowledge” (14). Observing that “five
 family interests were most pervasive: politics; religion and philos
­ophy; education; science; and literature” (5), he proceeds to examine
 Henry Adams’
s
 literary productions in the light of these interests.
While his ancestors had achieved greatly in politics and public
 service, Henry Adams achieved most in literature. Beginning with
 essays in the Harvard Magazine and helping his father edit papers of
 the great-grandfather, President John Adams, Henry Adams went on
 to essays in the North American Review; to biographies of Albert
 Gallatin and John Randolph; to two novels, Democracy and Esther;
 and to his nine-volume History of the United States During the
 Administration of Thomas Jefferson and
 
James Madison. In every ­
thing, Adams “was attempting to exercise an indirect power to influ
­ence
 
public opinion” (49). He was a literary man  who never lost sight  
of the family ideals of public service, nor the family faith in its own
 perceptions of what was best for the American nation. During the last
 thirty years of his life, after the tragic suicide of his wife, Adams
 withdrew more and more from public participation, writing essays,
 but mainly the two books on which his literary reputation has rested,
 the Education and Mont St. Michel. Of the first of these books, Harbert
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writes: “As an artist in words, he hoped to produce a work of timeless
 
value, which would continue to stimulate further progress in the
 sequential thought of men who, regardless of their names, would
 automatically incur an obligation to the Adams past” (204).
The main problem with the Harbert study arises
 
from  the format  
itself. The fact that Harbert
 
sets out to consider Adams’ achievements  
in the light
 
of five  “family interests” leads to a repetition which by the  
end of the book becomes somewhat stultifying.
 
Otherwise, the study is  
a genuine addition to the literature about Henry Adams.
The second book, the first in a series of collections of essays in
 
American letters, offers
 
sixteen essays and an  informative “Introduc ­
tion” by Harbert himself dealing with the life and accomplishments of
 Henry Adams. The essays are chosen with insight by the editor from
 over a century of public notices, beginning with Mrs. Humphrey
 Ward’
s
 review of the novel Democracy in The Fortnightly Review in  
1882. There are excellent essays by Henry Steele Commager, by Ern
­est Samuels, Howard M. Munford, by the Editor, and by Margaret J.
 Brown. Anyone wanting to know about Henry Adams will have to
 turn to this collection.
Louis E. Dollarhide
 
The University of Mississippi
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